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FROMM, Erich. The crisis of psychoanalysis. Holt, l
Winston, 1970. 161p 70-102142. 5.95. SBN 03-0845lH|

Nineessays, written between 1932-69. Two were written espi
this volume, presumably to give the book some legitimacy. The ti
misnomer, a ploy to snare the prospective purchaser. Fromm's J
is that psychoanalysis may be dying because fewer patients are c
couch äs competing therapies develop which are faster, cheaperS
less time consuming, and äs many untutored analysts and r'
patients continue to play mutual games and are unconsciously g
to each other for not bringing out into the open their imcoiü
collusion. How did these situations arise? Fromm examines the *
uses to which psychoanalysis has been put and which he considersj
of crises. importance. The main reason, he hypothesizes, is in the c
of psychoanalysis from a radical, liberating theory to a i
respectable conformism, dependent on the bureaucratic nature *
analytic movement. The creative renewal of psychoanalysis is pff
only if it overcomes this conformism and becomes again a cntir1

challenging theory in the spirit of radical humanism.

GABRIEL, John. Children growing up. 3rd ed. American l
1970. 480p il tab 78-97783. 6.75. SBN 444-19713-3

A typical introduction to the area of personality developi
students of education. The content of this edition is somewhat^
fied, but its orientation, essentially that of the trait
the same. The book is reasonably well written, does not i
knowledge of psychology, and deals with a variety of t
tions and data. Examples applicable to the classroom or I

CHOICE, Ja

axuueung (1966), Benjamin's The helping interview (CHOICE, Oct.
1%9), and C. Parker's Counseling theories and counselor education
(1969) is again duplicated. This volume focuses on the inhibiting in-
«ences stemming from the counselor, the counselee, and the inter-
»ction between the two. The book includes the kinds of topics that
*nw in sessions with counselors-in-training. The volume is suitable
«wa textbook for counseling practicums or for a course in counseling
techniques. Provocative reading for the Professional counselor desiring
awdy in depth of inhibiting influences in the counseling procesS;

MITTLER, Peter, ed. The psychological assessment of mental and
Physical Handicaps. Methuen (dist. by Barnes & Noble), 1970.
J57p ü tab bibl l Methuen's manuals of modern psychology)
76-488585 25.00. SBN 416-04570-7

*» Mittler recognizes, excellent books are already available on psycho-
•*>« methods for lest construction and the assessment of selected
-."»caps from a medical, educational, or psychological viewpoint.
"̂  are, however, nö techniques for clinical and educational deftcits

/*™"fcrcd in this book. For example, chapters examine: (1)
tectual, personality, and psychophysiological measurement; (2)

v "atl°n of psychiatric, subnormal, geriatric and neurologically
icapped adults; (3) assessment of children with various handicaps,
'ls"al, Hearing, language, physical, cultural retardation, etc.; and
"orted experimental advances in remedial and testing techniques.
a broad grab bag of topics is a very ambitious undertaking; even
*« chapters and 30 contributors. Perhaps the greatest single over-
W|th this effort, besides a need for continuity, is the neglect of

^j* Pcninent research coming out of the U.S., i.e. Peabody studies
^ ™ln? deficits, etc. Nevertheless, the book has sufficient coverage
^^escnt a valuable reference text for clinical and educational psy-
^^fists and could also be very useful to undergraduate and post-
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